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COURSE: MBA 4th SEM
SUBJECT: OPERATION RESEARCH

1. What is operation research? Explain the operation research phases?
2. Explain the graphical method of solving an LP problem?
3. Describe the type of linear programming solution?
4. Explain in brief three method of obtaining initial feasible solution for a
transportation problem?
5. What is assignment problem? Give three method of solving this assignment
problem?
6. Short note:Competition game
Pay of matrix
Optimal strategies

COURSE: MBA 4th SEM
SUBJECT: SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT & ENTREPRENEURSHIP

1. What is ledger ship? Explain theory of ledger ship?
2. Choose three problem solving technique & explain how each function to
overcome mental blocks?
3. What role does the management team play in the assessment and evaluation of
new venture by potential investors? What criteria are used by the investors &
evaluate the new venture?
4. Describe the role & importance of SIDBI?
5. Name the various institutions at national and state level available at assist small
scale industries explain?

COURSE: MBA 4th SEM
SUBJECT: PERSONALITY & MANAGERIAL PERFORMANCE
1. Define personality discus all different traits & theories of personality?
2. What is motivation? Discuss Maslow’s need hierarchy, Herzberg’s two factor, and McGregor’s xy theories?
3. Describe Perception, its process and Perceptual mechanism?
4. Describe learning theories & reinforcement theories briefly?
5. What is creativity? Explain all barriers to creative thinking & technique for creative thoughts?

COURSE: MBA 4th SEM
SUBJECT: INTERNATIONAL HRM
1. Describe globalization and its impact on Indian economy?
2. What is different between recruitment & selection? Is both are same or not?
3. Describe types of training?
4. Discuss ILO & Trade Union in India?
5. Short notes:
 Compensation
 Allowance
 Fringe benefits
 IT in HRM

LABOUR LAW
MBA-4
Q1-Define scope & objective of Trade Union?
Q2-What are the penalties prescribe by E.S.I. Act 1948 for contravention
of the provision of the Act?
Q3-Define the following terms used in workmen compensation Act




Employer
Employee
Workmen
Wage

Q4-What is objective of minimum wages Act 1048 so what extend
important to india Circumstance constitutionally?
Q5-What do you understand by the term-Occupier
 Manufacturing process
 Factory

E-Commerce
MBA-4

Q1-What is TCP/IP?
Q2-What is Digital Signature & Authontication?
Q3-What is information Technology & hoe it change our daily life?
Q4-What are the legal & social issue of e-commerce?
Q5-Write the short note on E-shop
 Cold fusion
 SSL protocol

